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Bibliography for FAQ
This bibliography lists all the books quoted in the FAQ. However, details for some of these books is missing. This information will also be added to over time. Some books are listed in more than one edition. This is due to the process of revising the FAQ for publication and using the most recent versions of books quoted. Once the revision is complete, the old details will be removed.

The bibliography is split into four sections: Anthologies of Anarchist authors; books by anarchists and other libertarians; books about anarchism, anarchists and anarchist history by non-libertarians; and books by non-anarchists/libertarians.
Anarchist Anthologies


Anarchist and Libertarian Works


  - The Two Octobers available at: flag.blackenEd.net


  - Bolshevik Opposition To Lenin: G. Miasnikov and the Workers Group, available at: www.geocities.com
  – Objections to Anarchism available at www.spunk.org
• Bennello, George C., From the Ground Up, Black Rose Books, Montreal, 1992.
• Berneri, Camillo, Peter Kropotkin: His Federalist Ideas, available at: dward-mac.pitzer.edu

  - *The Abolition of Work*, available at www.spunk.org
  - *The Libertarian as Conservative*, available at www.applicom.com
  - *Smokestack Lighting*, available at www.geocities.com


- **Noam Chomsky on Anarchism**, available at: www.zmag.org
- **Interview on Pozner/Donahue in 1992**, available at flag.blackenEd.net
- Reluctant Icon: Noam Chomsky interviewed by Tim Halle available at www.chomsky.info


  – Direct Action, available at www.etext.org
  – The Economic Tendency of Freethought, available at alumni.umbc.edu
  – Anarchism and American Traditions, available at alumni.umbc.edu


• de Llorens, Ignacio, The CNT and the Russian Revolution, The Kate Sharpley Library, unknown, undatEd.


  – **A Critique of Marxism**, Soil of Liberty, Minneapolis, unknown.

• Draughn, Jeff, **Between Anarchism and Libertarianism: Defining a New Movement**, available at flag.blackenEd.net


• Fotopoulos, Takis, “**The Economic Foundations of an Ecological Society**”, **Society and Nature**, No. 3 (vol. 1 no. 3), pp. 1–40.


• Friends of Durruti, *Towards a Fresh Revolution*, available at: flag.blackenEd.net


• Industrial Workers of the World, *How to fire your boss*, available at: fletcher.iww.org


  – *The Poverty of Primitivism*, available at www.slip.net

• Knabb, Ken (Ed.), *Situationist International Anthology*, Bureau of Public Secrets, Berkeley, 1981.

– The Commune of Paris, available at: dwardmac.pitzer.edu

  – Different Phases of the Labour Question, available at: members.aol.com
  – What is Socialism?, available at: members.aol.com

• Landauer, Gustav, For Socialism, Telos Press, St. Louis, 1978.


  - The Guillotine at Work: twenty years of terror in Russia (data and documents), Chicago Section of the Alexander Berkman Fund, Chicago, 1940.
• McKercher, William R., **Freedom and Authority**, Black Rose Books, Montreal/New York, 1989


• Moorcock, Michael, *Starship Stormtroopers*, available at: www.geocities.com

• Moore, John, *Primitivist Primer*, available at: lemming.mahost.org


  – **Errico Malatesta: The Biography of an Anarchist**, available at: dward-mac.pitzer.edu


• Peacott, Joe, Individualism and Inequality, available at: world.std.com anarchy and inequality.htm
    – Individualism Reconsidered, available at: world.std.com


    – System of Economical Contradictions: or, the Philosophy of Misery, available at: etext.lib.virginia.edu
    – Interest and Principal: A Loan is a Service available at: www.pitzer.edu
    – Interest and Principal: The Circulation of Capital, Not Capital Itself, Gives Birth to Progress available at: www.pitzer.edu


• Purchase, Graham, Evolution and Revolution: An Introduction to the Life and Thought of Peter Kropotkin, Jura Books, Petersham, Australia, 1996.


  – *Anarchism and Sovietism*, available at: flag.blackenEd.net
  – *Marx and Anarchism*, available at: flag.blackenEd.net


- Skirda, Alexandre, Nestor Makhno Anarchy’s Cossack: The struggle for free soviets in the Ukraine 1917–1921, AK Press, Edinburgh/Oakland, 2004


- Spooner, Lysander, Natural Law, available at flag.blackenEd.net


  - A Letter to Grover Cleveland, Benjamin R. Tucker, Boston, 1886.

  - Revolution: The Only Remedy For The Oppressed Classes Of Ireland, England, And Other Parts Of The British Empire, available at: www.lysanderspooner.org


  - The Law of Intellectual Property, or, An Essay on the Right of Authors and Inventors to a Perpetual Property in Their Ideas, Boston, 1885.


• Tolstoy, Leo, *The Kingdom of God is Within You: Christianity Not as a Mystic Religion but as a New Theory of Life*, University of Nebraska Press, London, 1984.


  – *Occupancy and Use verses the Single Tax* available at: flag.blackened.net


  – *Cotters and Squatters: Housing’s Hidden History*, Five Leaves, Nottingham, 2005.


  – Against the Megamachine: Essays on Empire and Its Enemies, Autonomedia/Fifth Estate, USA, 1997.


• Wetzel, Tom, The Origins of the Union Shop, available at: www.uncanny.net


• Wilson, Robert Anton, Natural Law: or don’t put a rubber on your willy, Loompanics Ltd, Port Townsend, 1987.


  – The Zinn Reader: Writings on Disobedience and Democracy, Seven Stories Press, New York, 1997
Works about Anarchism


• Thomas, Edith, Louise Michel, Black Rose Books, Montreal, 1980.

• Thomas, Matthew, Anarchist ideas and counter-cultures in Britain, 1880–1914: revolutions in everyday life, Aldershot, Ashgate, 2005.


Non-Anarchist Works


• Böhm-Bawerk, Eugen, Capital and Interest, Libertarian Press, South Holland, Ill., 1959.


• Bourne, Randolph, Untimely Papers, B.W. Huebsch, New York, 1919.


• Clark, J.B., The Distribution of Wealth: A theory of wages, interest and profits, Macmillan, New York, 1927


  - John Maynard Keynes, *Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2007*


  - *The Myth of Lenin’s “Concept of The Party”*, available at: www.marxists.org


• Eastman, Max, *Since Lenin Died*, Boni and Liveright, New York, 1925.

• Eatwell, Roger and Wright, Anthony (eds.), *Contemporary political ideologies*, Pinter, London, 1993.


• Eisler, Rianne, Sacred Pleasure,


• Frenkel-Brunswick, Else, The Authoritarian Personality,

  
  
  – *The Hong Kong Experiment*, available at: www.hoover.org


  


  
  
  


• Glennerster, Howard and Midgley, James (eds.), *The Radical Right and the Welfare State*,

  


  


  

  

  

  
  
  – *How the revolution was lost* available at: www.marxists.de


  – *Wall Street: Class Racket*, available at www.panix.com

• Herbert, Auberon, “Essay X: The Principles Of Voluntaryism And Free Life”, *The Right And Wrong Of Compulsion By The State, And Other Essays*, available at: oll.libertyfund.org
  – “Essay III: A Politician In Sight Of Haven”, *The Right And Wrong Of Compulsion By The State, And Other Essays*, available at: oll.libertyfund.org


– Lenin vs. the SWP: Bureaucratic Centralism Or Democratic Centralism?, available at: www.angelfire.com


• Kautsky, Karl, The road to power: political reflections on growing into the revolution, Humanities Press, Atlantic Highlands, 1996.


• King, J.E., A history of post Keynesian economics since 1936, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2002


  - *The Threatening Catastrophe and How to Avoid It*, Martin Lawrence Ltd., undatEd.


• Marx, Karl and Engels, Frederick, Selected Works, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1975.
  – Fictitious Splits In The International, available at: www.marxists.org


  

  


  

  
  


  

• Moore, Michael, *Downsize This! Random Threats from an Unarmed America*, Box-tree, London, 1997.


• Polanyi, Karl, The Great Transformation: the political and economic origins of our time, Beacon Press, Boston, 1957.


• Rodrik, Dani, *Comments on ‘Trade, Growth, and Poverty by D. Dollar and A. Kraay*, available at: ksghome.harvard.edu


  


  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  


  
  
  


  


• Solvason, Birgir T. Runolfsson, *Ordered Anarchy, State and Rent-seeking: The Iceland Commonwealth, 930–1262*, available at www.hag.hi.is


• Taylor, Michael W. (Ed.), Herbert Spencer and the Limits of the State: The Late Nineteenth-Century Debate Between Individualism and Collectivism, St. Augustine’s Press, 1997.


- *Platform of the Opposition*, available at: www.marxists.org
- *How Did Stalin Defeat the Opposition?*, available at: www.marxists.org
- *Work, Discipline, Order*, available at: www.marxists.org
- *The Revolution Betrayed*, available at: www.marxists.org
- *The Path of the Red Army*, available at: www.marxists.org
- The Makhno Movement, available at: www.marxists.org
- Stalinism and Bolshevism, available at: www.marxists.org

- Walford, George, George Walford on Anarcho-Capitalism, available at flag.blackenEd.net
  - The Capitalist World System (vol. 1),
- Ward, Benjamin, What’s Wrong with Economics?, Basic Books, New York, 1972
- Watson, Andrew, From Red to Green: Green Politics and environmentalism cannot save the environment. A socialist politics can, Privately Published, 1990.
- Weisbrot, Mark, Globalisation for Whom?, available at: www.cepr.net
- Weisbrot, Mark, Baker, Dean, Naiman, Robert and Neta, Gila, Growth May Be Good for the Poor — But are IMF and World Bank Policies Good for Growth? available at: www.cepr.net


